Use our certification services to put a quality stamp on
your product
Why choose Nemko certification services?
If you have launched, or are planning to launch electronic products, Nemko is your obvious certification partner. Nemko is
member of numerous international and national certification schemes. Nemko understands the importance of impartiality, we
manage possible conflict of interest, and ensure objectivity in all of our certification activities. In addition to product
certification, we have more than 20 years of experience in the area of management system certification.

What do you get?
You get a smooth and fast process where you both test your products and obtain the relevant certificates from Nemko. You
will also come to understand the real value of quality certificates: a Nemko mark will ensure that a wide range of retailers
and end customers all over the world accept your products.

Other relevant service areas
Start the certification process with our world class testing services. Use Nemko Direct to make sure you get access to all the
relevant international markets.
More information on Nemko’s range of certification schemes and related services:
Related services
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International approval [2]
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Product certification [3]
Nemko offers certification marks covering your product for numerous multi-national and national certification schemes.
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Management system certification - ISO [4]
Having a certified management system is often a precondition to be in a position to win contracts in many business sectors
as well as public sectors. Nemko has more than 25 years experience in management system certification, with well qualified
and experienced auditors. In addition to conformity assessment, we strive to add value to our clients in the way we conduct
our audits. As well, we offer training in auditing technics, quality and environmental management as well as risk
management.
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Environmental services [5]
The environmental challenge has led to a rapidly changing environmental legislation. Nemko has through our network
updated knowledge on certification requirements and legislations in most parts of the world. You need this knowledge to
stay in business.
[6]

Nemko Germany offers testing of electrical installations, building equipment
and appliances [6]
For many buildings (like shopping centres, garages, hotels etc.) there are numerous requirements either by law or from the
insurance companies.
[7]

Pre-shipment inspection help ease your international transaction [7]
During the international business and trading process, when you need to make sure you receive the correct goods as you
have ordered, asking for a third party Pre-shipment inspection is a wise choice.
Pre-shipment inspection (PSI) is also known as Final Random Inspection. It is performed when 100% of the products are
finished with at least 80% of export cartons packed. During the inspection, products will randomly be selected for checking
by our inspection according to AQL standards.
[8]

Vendor inspection can be a solution to find your suitable business partner
[8]
In the international business and trading process, using an expert third party vender inspection is a good solution to help you
build up trustable business relationship with your venders.
Vender inspection may involve checking of a factory’s facility and quality control capability. Third party vender inspection
may help you choose the right vender to build up business relationship with. In order to ensure the order complies with
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your specifications and delivery terms, vendor inspection may also be carried out to monitor the manufacturing process and
assure compliance.
[9]

Factory inspection [9]
Nemko has good solutions for factory inspections.
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